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By Iain H. Murray

Banner of Truth, 2000. Hardcover. Book Condition: New. Dust Jacket Condition: New. First Edition.
Iain Murray's historical overview of the fortunes and misfortunes of evangelical Christianity,
especially in England, between 1950 and the century's end-time, will stir up both an approving and
a dissenting readership. But no one can contend that it ignores some of the most vital theological
issues of the time and the conflicts surrounding them. The narrative is well documented, and it
details not only conflicts of perspective but inconsistencies and alterations of views by some of the
leading participants in the events of the day. The names best known to Americans - Billy Graham,
Martyn Lloyd-Jones, James Packer, John Stott among them - are evaluated, commended and
critiqued as contributory to the present-day evangelical outlook and predicament. Navy cloth with
gold spine lettering. x, 342pp., index. Solid copy. Full refund if not satisfied.
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This pdf is really gripping and exciting. Yes, it is actually perform, nevertheless an amazing and interesting literature. I am just e ortlessly can get a
pleasure of looking at a published pdf.
-- Tony Dickens-- Tony Dickens

This book is really gripping and intriguing. It is writter in easy words and never confusing. You can expect to like the way the blogger create this pdf.
-- Sum m er  Ja cobson-- Sum m er  Ja cobson
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